The private al-Sadrayah:
3- Platoon of Bab [UNK-1] / Ra’id Shamkhy
4- Emergency Platoon / Tha’ir Qasim
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Al-Basrah martyrs:
1- The martyr Mullah ‘Adil
2- The martyr Ahmad Harun
3- The martyr Husayn ‘Ahs
4-

Al-Sadr martyr Company [UNK-1]:
1- Ra’ad al-Bary Platoon / Tha’ir Muhammad
2- Mahabbr Wasmy Platoon / Ahmad Husayn
3- Sayid Bashir Platoon / Iyad ‘Abd al-Karim
4- Matrud Platoon / Emergency Platoon
The martyr Karkar:
1- Abu al-Fadl al-‘Abbas Platoon / Karar ‘Abd al-Imam
2- Muhammad Baqir al-Sadrayah Platoon / Muhammad Mahdy
3- Al-Sayid Muhammad Sadiq al-Sadr Platoon / Mukhlid Mekky
4- For emergency al-Sayid Mustafa al-Sadr / Rayad ‘Amir

Iyad al-Ahrar:
2- Al-Zahra’ Platoon [TC: one Arabic letter in parenthesis] / Fu’ad Jum’ah
3- Al-Sayaad Platoon [TC: one Arabic letter in parenthesis] / Mu’ayid Shakr
4- Emergency / bomb shelter / Husayn Haydar